In this article we describe a computational approach for inferring the cis-regulatory logic of transcriptional phased temporal expression of transcription factors, histones, and germline specific genes. Successful prenetworks from genome-wide mRNA expression data and DNA sequence. We use a probabilistic framework diction requires diverse and complex rules utilizing AND, OR, and NOT logic, with significant constraints that is complementary to classical genetic techniques: after finding sets of coexpressed genes, our approach on motif strength, orientation, and relative position. This system generates a large number of mechanistic identifies the common, but potentially complex, DNA sequence features which are responsible for their reguhypotheses for focused experimental validation, and establishes a predictive dynamical framework for unlation. We begin with a set of microarray expression data, and use a clustering algorithm (Hartigan, 1975) to derstanding cellular behavior from genomic sequence.
tion, we quantify the degree to which we can predict a us to learn their distinct modes of regulation. Figure 1B gene's expression pattern by looking only at its regulashows the expression of each gene in four of these tory sequences. We separate the genes into two sets, expression patterns, as well as the mean of the expresa training set where we will learn the regulatory DNA sion pattern. For example, 138 genes participate in exelements and combinatorial rules, and a test set which pression pattern (1), 122 of which are ribosomal proteins we will reserve only for prediction, or evaluation of (P Ͻ 8.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ175 ). Expression pattern (4) has 114 genes, our model. 21 of which are known to be involved in rRNA transcripThe results of this approach have several fundamental tion (P Ͻ 3.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ14 ). While these sets of genes are biological implications. First, we are able to measure very similar in expression, the subtle differences are the degree to which gene expression is determined by potentially biologically significant: the rRNA transcriplocal sequence, and we find that it is, perhaps surpristion genes are more repressed under heat shock and ingly, high. Second, we can globally evaluate the degree turn off more rapidly under diamide treatment than the to which different types of combinatorial regulation are ribosomal proteins (see bottom of Figure 1B ). We corutilized across the experimental conditions explored in rectly predict 94% and 92% of the genes in these exthe dataset. Third, we generate a set of high confidence pression patterns, recapitulating the subtle difference predictions for regulatory DNA sequence elements, and in expression. Our predictions for these two sets of the positional and combinatorial constraints that detergenes involve completely different programs of regulamine their function. Thus for thousands of genes, simultion: the ribosomal proteins are predicted to be regutaneously and systematically, our approach finds the lated by the DNA element known to be bound by RAP1 set of DNA sequence elements most likely to be respon-(with significant constraints on its orientation and the sible for each gene's proper context dependent expresence of an appropriate regulatory partner), while pression.
the rRNA transcription genes are predicted to be reguWhile our automated approach is generally applicable lated by the PAC and RRPE DNA elements (with conto any microarray expression dataset, here we combine straints on their position relative to ATG), as discussed environmental stresses (Gasch et al., 2000) and cell cybelow. These results indicate that having two separate cle (Spellman et al., 1998), for 255 total conditions. This regulatory mechanisms for the production of the RNA dataset explores a diverse set of experimental condiand protein components of the ribosome may be importions, and the significant redundancy improves signal tant in the biology of yeast. Similar distinctions separate to noise. Noise in the expression data may present the the stress-induced expression pattern (3) and the progreatest limitation on our ability to correctly predict gene teolytic degradation (proteasome) expression pattern (28). expression, and imposes certain constraints on our approach. We must deal with the fact that under each Probabilistic Model condition, the measured gene expression level may be A Bayesian network (Pearl, 1988) describes relationsignificantly different than the gene's actual expression.
ships of probabilistic dependency between variables. In The degree to which coregulated genes are actually our case, we are interested in learning how a given gene coexpressed in the expression data is demonstrated in will be expressed, under certain experimental condi- lations between the mRNA levels of a regulatory gene ticipate in common biological processes. We find these (e.g., a known TF) and a regulated gene. However, many expression profiles using a modification of the standard TFs are regulated by posttranscriptional mechanisms k-means algorithm (see Experimental Procedures). The (e.g., nuclear import/export, phosphorylation, proteonumber of expression patterns is determined automatilytic degradation, interaction with small ligands, or at cally, and for what follows, we focus on a clustering the level of translation). Ideally, we need to correlate the which assigned 2587 genes to 49 expression patterns. nuclear concentration of a transcription factor protein in These expression patterns are significantly enriched for its active state with a regulated gene's mRNA transcript genes of similar function, as shown in Table 1, using abundance. However, we do not in general have this inBonferoni corrected P-values from the hypergeometric formation. distribution. The mean of each of these expression patOur approach circumvents this difficulty by building terns is shown in Supplemental Data, Supplemental Figa network, which is not gene-to-gene, but is sequenceure S1 available at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/ to-gene. The determinants of gene expression levels 117/2/185/DC1. The genes in nine of these expression in our model are short DNA sequence elements, not patterns are emphasized in color in Figure 1A .
transcription factor mRNA levels. These sequence eleWhile many of these expression patterns are similar ments serve as a proxy for the active nuclear concentraover subsets of the data, using all conditions to distinguish between subtly different expression patterns allows tion of a TF: if an active TF recognizes a particular DNA sequence element, those genes with the sequence eleas a linear superposition of effects of individual transcription factors. A nonlinear model allows flexibility for ment will respond in a particular way-those genes without the element will not. Figure 2A shows accuracy. These motifs were found in an expression pattern enriched for ribosomal RNA transcription and Several features of our approach turn out to be essential for predictive accuracy. (1) We learn DNA sequence processing genes. If we take the top 404 genes with an upstream PAC element, and the top 403 genes with motifs from expression patterns found in the expression dataset, so our set of motifs are those which are func-RRPE, 167 of these genes have both elements (by random chance we expect only 27 to have both). The degree tional over the set of conditions we wish to predict. (2) We represent the motifs with position weight matrices of coregulation of any set of genes selected by a regulatory sequence constraint can be quantified by finding (PWMs; Stormo and Fields, 1998), rather than consensus words or k-mers. (3) We learn the functional depth of the distribution of pair-wise Pearson correlation coefficients, C ij , for all genes in the set, as shown in the insert each motif from the expression data, instead of using a fixed number of sites for each motif, as has been in Figure 2C . This probability distribution is a histogram of the observed correlation coefficients. Figure 2C shows standard. (4) Our description of the sequence constraints is as general as possible, and potentially inthis distribution for genes in three sets: those genes with only PAC, only RRPE, or both PAC and RRPE, cludes: the position of the motif relative to translation start (ATG), the orientation of the motif, the order and compared to the distribution for all genes. Those genes with both elements are significantly more correlated spacing between particular motifs, combinations of motifs, or the absence of motifs. (5) The mapping from than genes with just one element, reflecting their involvement in coregulation. sequence to expression is probabilistic and nonlinear, i.e., the expression level of each gene is not modeled
While genes with both PAC and RRPE are highly corre- lated, there are still many genes in that set which are Systematic and Genome-Wide Learning of Combinatorial Regulatory Rules not. By testing a large number of pair-wise sequence constraints, we find that the order of the two elements To incorporate specific combinatorial effects like PAC and RRPE, our description of motif interactions is as strongly affects the degree of correlation. If PAC is closer to the promoter than RRPE, the genes are much more general as possible. We allow our probabilistic model to encode all the constraints on a motif discussed above: correlated than if RRPE is closer to the promoter ( Figure  2D ). It has been previously noted that there are also its presence in the 5Ј upstream region of a gene, its orientation, its distance to ATG, its functional depth statistically significant biases in the spacing between the two motifs, distance to ATG, and orientation, in addi-(PWM score cut-off for closeness to "consensus"), and the presence or absence of other motifs. While motifs are present, we allow the interaction of any pair to be constrained by the distance between them, or we find that order is a significant determinant of coregulation, each of these alternative constraints also selects by their order relative to the promoter. Because the Bayesian network encodes a joint probability distribua more correlated subset of the genes that have both PAC and RRPE. We can find many rules that select sets tion, any of these constraints may be satisfied individually or in particular combinations. These sequence conof coregulated genes, but the Bayesian approach finds the most probable constraint, that which makes the obstraints are represented by variables x i , which are either satisfied for a particular gene (x i ϭ 1), or not (x i ϭ 0). served data most likely. These sequence constraints are input variables, or posaddition, the set of genes which have PAC and RRPE with the learned functional depth, but which do not satsible parent nodes, in our Bayesian network. The final network encodes the distribution P(ei|x1,x 2 ,…,x n ), the isfy the distance to ATG constraint, have very low correlation, indistinguishable from random genes ( Figure 4A ). probability of being expressed (e i ϭ 1) or not being expressed (e i ϭ 0) in expression pattern i, given the states Since PAC is constrained to be closer to ATG (140 bp) than RRPE (240 bp), most of these genes have PAC on of the sequence constraints x i . This mathematical structure is represented in Figure 2B . the promoter side of RRPE, but there exist coregulated genes with RRPE closer to the promoter than PAC, and We learn the structure and probability distributions of our Bayesian network using modifications of standard by selecting the position constraint over order, the network has chosen the maximally predictive constraint. techniques (Heckerman, 1998). We search through sequence space to find the network (N ) which maximizes This clear delimitation of the set of coregulated genes would not have been obtained without simultaneously the probability that our network is correct, given the data (D ), using Bayes' rule: P(N|D) ϭ P(N)P(D|N)/P(D) varying the thresholds for both the functional depth (closeness to consensus) and the distance to ATG. In (see Experimental Procedures). We would like to find the most probable network, but because it is computaother expression patterns, RRPE and PAC operate with other sequence elements (see Supplemental Data availtionally infeasible to score all networks, we use a greedy search through network space. To avoid local optima, able on Cell website). Examples of genes which have PAC and RRPE and satisfy the positional constraint are we learn several ‫)01ف(‬ networks from independent bootstrap samples (a random selection of N samples, with shown in Figure 4B . DRS1 is a putative ATP dependent RNA helicase, RRB1 is involved in ribosome assembly, replacement, from the N samples in the training dataset). Because of this sampling, each of these networks can RPA49 is the 49 kDa subunit of RNA polymerase A, and DIM1 is a dimethyladenosine transferase involved in 35S potentially find different sequence constraints, and each gives a prediction for the probability of each gene being primary transcript processing. These functions are consistent with their tight regulation, as shown on the right expressed in a particular expression pattern. We average these probabilities to give a final prediction (Breiof Figure 4B . The genes in Figure 4C have strong PAC and RRPE elements, but do not satisfy the positional man, 1996).
Gibbs sampling (AlignACE; Roth et al., 1998) is perconstraint. ATP5 is an ATP synthase, NMT1 is an N-myristoyl transferase, ESBP6 is a putative monocarformed on the 5Ј upstream sequences of the genes in each of the 49 expression patterns (described above boxylate permease, and PTP2 is a protein tyrosine phosphatase. These genes are completely uncorrelated, as and in Experimental Procedures) to find overrepresented sequences, which we represent by position weight matrishown on the right of Figure 4C . Other common logical constraints inferred by the netces (Stormo and Fields, 1998). The predictive power of these motifs can be measured by a Bayesian score, work are redundancy (OR logic), or the requirement for the absence of a particular motif (NOT logic). A network which is further optimized using Monte-Carlo simulated annealing (see Experimental Procedures). We then learned on a stress-induced expression pattern ( Figure  3B ) demonstrates both. Here, the STRE-like elements score all sites in the genome for closeness to each of these motifs (ScanACE; Hughes et al., 2000), and nor-(x 1 and x 2 ) are similar, but select different sets of genes. These two motifs were chosen over the canonical STRE malize the score of each motif to the maximum possible score.
(AGGGG; Martinez-Pastor et al., 1996), and x 2 has a strict requirement for upstream Ts. Genes with x 1 are in To assess the predictive performance of our network, before inference, we randomly partition the genes into 5 expression pattern (2) 59% of the time, in the absence of the other two motifs, and genes with only x 2 are in test sets for crossvalidation. We then infer five networks, using 80% of the genes as a training set, and 20% expression pattern (2) 75% of the time, but the sets are largely distinct (only five genes have both x 1 and x 2 ). This as a test set. Examples of the sequence constraints selected are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3A shows a netis an example of OR logic, but it could also be due to an imperfect representation of the same underlying work for the "ribosomal RNA transcription" expression pattern (4). For this bootstrap training sample, the netbinding site. RRPE (x 3 ), on the other hand, is selected as a constraint because its presence guarantees that work growth stopped after two parent nodes were added: PAC and RRPE, constrained by distance to ATG. the gene will not be in this expression pattern (NOT logic), even if x 1 or x 2 is present. Any genes with x 3 By looking at all genes in the training set, the network finds that if the PAC element is not within 140 bp of ATG, have a zero probability of participating in this expression pattern (green boxes in Figure 3B ). and RRPE is not within 240 bp of ATG, the probability of being in expression pattern (4) is only 1%. If PAC is not
The ribosomal protein expression pattern demonstrates another example of redundancy ( Figure 3C ). within 140 bp of ATG, but RRPE is within 240 bp, the probability of being in expression pattern (4) is 22%. If RAP1 is the main regulator of ribosomal proteins in S. cerevisiae, and 90% of the 137 ribosomal protein PAC is within 140 bp of ATG, but RRPE is not within 240 bp, the probability of being in expression pattern genes are reported to have a RAP1 binding site upstream (Lascaris et al., 1999) . However, many of these (4) rises to 67%. Finally, having both constraints satisfied increases a gene's probability of being in the expression RAP1 sites deviate from the consensus binding site. At a normalized depth (motif score) of 0.6, 81% of the pattern to 100%. We refer to this as AND logic. To confirm this result from the network, the correlation distriburibosomal proteins have a RAP1 binding site, but so do 273 other genes, most of which are not coexpressed tion for all genes with PAC within 140 bp and RRPE within 240 bp, shown in Figure 4A , is as tight as the with the ribosomal protein genes. What determines which of these RAP1 binding sites are functional? In the order constraint in Figure 2D , but applies to a larger set of genes and is thus better supported by the data. In first bootstrap sample, the network chooses RAP1 in the ← orientation with the regulatory partner M213, and 4D. Also shown is the distribution for an equally strong RAP1 →. These rules are clearly able to distinguish a finds that a second copy of RAP1 can substitute for this regulatory partner. It was previously observed that two set of genes that are tightly expressed in pattern (1).
Examples of genes that are selected by these rules are RAP1 binding sites can activate transcription synergistically (Woudt et al., 1986). If a gene has RAP1 in the ←
shown in Figure 4E : all are ribosomal proteins. Examples of genes which have an equally strong RAP1 binding orientation and either M213 or a second copy of RAP1, the gene will be expressed in pattern (1) 100% of the site, but in the → orientation, are shown in Figure 4F . These genes are known to be involved in other protime, while if both M213 and a second copy of RAP1 are absent, the chances of being expressed in pattern cesses, and do not participate in expression pattern (1). Many of the motifs chosen by the network closely (1) drop to 14%. Without one RAP1 in the ← orientation, the presence of either M213 or a second copy of RAP1 match one of roughly 20 known regulatory elements, and citations to the experimental support are included → is insufficient to produce this expression pattern (2% and 0%, respectively).
in the Supplemental Data (available on Cell website). But the subtle differences appear to be significant for A second resampling ( Figure 3D ) finds a second regulatory partner, M230. If a gene has a RAP1 in the ← prediction, since our motifs learned by Gibbs sampling and optimization were selected over the known motif orientation and M230, there is a 92% chance that it will be regulated like a ribosomal protein (A) When PAC is within 140 bp of ATG and RRPE is within 240 bp of ATG, the genes are tightly coregulated (blue). When PAC and RRPE are further from ATG, coregulation is lost, and the distribution of correlations is close to random, (compare to Figure 2C ).
(B) Examples of genes that satisfy the positional constraint and their expression pattern (right). (C) Examples of genes that do not satisfy the positional constraint and their expression (right). (D) When RAP1 is present in the ← orientation with the motifs M213, M230, or a second copy of RAP1, the genes are tightly coregulated (blue). When an equally strong RAP1 ← is present alone (data not shown), or in the → orientation, the distribution is close to random (green). (E) Examples of genes that satisfy the orientation and partner constraints, and their expression (right). (F) Examples of genes that have an equally strong RAP1 →, and their expression (right).
able on Cell website). It is important to note that the test set genes by only looking at their promoter sequences. We repeat this for each of the five test sets. degree of combinatorial regulation uncovered here represents a lower limit, and a broader sampling of physioEven small noise levels in the expression data would make it impossible to predict a gene's expression patlogical conditions may yield a higher average number of regulators per gene and perhaps more complex rules.
tern exactly, so we must incorporate a reasonable amount of flexibility in our assessment of what qualifies as a correct prediction. We do so by predicting a gene's Predicting Gene Expression Patterns from Sequence participation in one of the 49 expression patterns described above. Thus to be correctly predicted, a gene Postgenome biology is largely defined by the challenge of mapping genetic information to phenotype. Because must be predicted to be participating in the expression pattern to which it is closest. The correlation coefficient of its direct physical coupling to the gene, mRNA expression dynamics provides the most proximal "phenotype" cut-off (C Ͼ 0.65) used to define these expression patterns seems appropriate given the measurement noise, for addressing this challenge. In this context, predictive accuracy is the objective arbiter of how well we underand the strong functional enrichments we found in Table  1 . A complication is that some of these expression patstand this process. The more accurate our predictions are, the more likely our model is capturing the essential terns are very similar or overlapping, e.g., expression patterns (2) and (3) or (47) and (48) shown in Figure 1A . underlying mechanisms. To this end, we assess the network's ability to predict expression patterns of genes Thus to avoid penalizing for prediction in a very close expression pattern, we consider a prediction in an overfrom sequences which it had not seen before (the 20% test set). We infer rules using the 80% training set genes, lapping expression pattern correct. Overlapping expression patterns are defined to have correlation between and then predict the expression pattern of the reserved ment to expression patterns. Using only single motifs, with the optimal depth cut-off, the mean correlation of each gene to its predicted expression pattern is 0.36. With full networks the average number of parent nodes (selected motif elements or constraints) is 2.8, and the mean correlation of each gene to its predicted expression pattern is 0.51. While the percent of genes correctly assigned to an expression pattern increases from 26.6% to 73% using our full network, the average correlation of the genes to their predicted expression pattern increases dramatically, from 0.02 to 0.51. This increased correlation is a global measure of the degree to which we can predict gene expression, and the dramatic shift of the curve to higher correlation demonstrates that our global predictive accuracy approaches that detailed above for the specific examples shown for PAC/RRPE and RAP1 in profile of the test set was hierarchically clustered (Eisen et al., 1998), and our predicted expression profile for each gene is displayed in the same order. As can be their mean expression greater than 0.65, the same as seen, except for the ‫%72ف‬ of genes which we fail to the cut-off defining the radius of an expression pattern, predict correctly, there is impressive global concoras shown schematically in Figure 5A . Prediction in an dance between the two sets of profiles. These predicoverlapping expression pattern most frequently occurs tions are somewhat "coarse-grained," presenting us when (perhaps because of noise) a gene is assigned to with the challenge of extracting increasingly subtle feaa neighboring expression pattern but is actually suctures from future refinements of our model. cessfully predicted using rules learned in a different, but very similar, expression pattern.
We correctly predict the expression patterns of 73%, Application to Caenorhabditis elegans S. cerevisiae provides a suitable test of our algorithm or 1898 of the 2587 clustered genes in the five test sets, as shown in Table 1 . Each gene is in four crossfold in an organism where much is known about gene regulation and where there is an abundance of high quality validation training sets (these are averaged) but only one test set (these are combined). This degree of accuracy is expression data. However, we are also interested in the applicability of our approach to multicellular organisms. highly significant. If no expression patterns overlapped we would expect to predict correctly 1/49 or approxiAs a preliminary test, we applied our algorithm to Affymetrix expression data collected during embryonic and mately 2% of the time. Because there is significant overlap of some expression patterns, randomly assigning later development in C. elegans (Baugh et al., 2003; Hill et al., 2000). The combined dataset contains 20 points genes to expression patterns gives 26.6% Ϯ 1.9% correct on average. The distribution of 100,000 independent in a time course from staged embryos: 1 oocyte sample, 13 embryonic samples, 5 larval samples, and 1 adult random assignments for all genes is shown in Figure 5B . Since these independent random samples are normally sample. We used 2000 bp of 5Ј upstream regulatory sequence for each gene that was expressed significantly distributed to a good approximation, the P-value for our prediction of 73% is Ͻ10 Ϫ127 . in this dataset (5547 genes in 30 expression patterns). Given the larger regulatory DNA sequences, the potenAnother measure of our ability to predict gene expression, which does not have complications due to overlaptially more complex regulation, and the tissue dependent expression of many genes, we were surprised to ping expression patterns, is the distribution of correlation coefficients of each gene to its predicted expression find that we could predict the expression patterns of roughly half of these genes. In this initial study, we have pattern, as shown in Figure 6A . Three distributions are shown, comparing full networks, networks that are connot looked for regulatory elements in introns or downstream regions. We have also ignored the effect of operstrained to use only single motifs, and random assign- Figure 7F . Figure 7G shows the actual expression patterns (solid) and the predicted expression patterns Figure 7B , which selects 202 genes. At the learned depth, M88 selects 64% of the 73 histone genes in C.
for genes that satisfy these constraints found by the network (dashed), demonstrating that our approach is from DNA sequence alone. The large number of combinatorial rules which pass our predictive validation criteable to find sequence constraints that are predictive of proper expression during development. rion, provide the community with a rich source of highyield hypotheses for experimental analysis. Our success with C. elegans indicates that our general approach is Prevalent Themes and Biological Insights applicable to multicellular eukaryotes, but the larger regThe examples detailed above highlight the key discoverulatory regions in these genomes still present a signifiies of our approach. First, we find a great deal of reduncant challenge. Also, combinatorial regulation is likely dancy in the modes of transcriptional regulation (OR to be much more elaborate. In this setting, successful logic). Second, many factors require at least one partner motif detection and predictive modeling will undoubtto be functional (AND logic). Third, one mode of combiedly benefit from cross-species comparisons of regulanatorial regulation is the absence of a factor that would tory regions. cause a different mode of regulation (NOT logic 
